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Standing Wave:
Christie Reside  flute

A-K Coope clarinet

Rebecca Whitling violin

Peggy Lee cello

Allen Stiles piano

Vern Griffiths percussion

with

Isabelle Roland  viola

Welcome to Northern Visions, the first concert of 
Standing Wave’s 2012-2013 Season. The North, as Glenn 
Gould called it, “that incredible tapestry of tundra and 
taiga country,” holds a special fascination for many 
artists, composers, and musicians. Most of the music on 
tonight’s program has in one way or another, passed 
through a northern filter. Daniel Janke’s Weather 
Coming, is a kind of musical diagram of the complex, 
shifting patterns of migratory birds seen overhead in his 
Yukon home. Thorkell Sigurbjörnsson’s Kalais describes 
a Wind God from Icelandic mythology. Norwegian 
composer Rolf Wallin’s The Age of Wire and String, 
based on chapters of Ben Marcus’ audacious book of 
the same name, is cryptic yet funny; alienating, yet 
beautiful. Fabian Svensson’s Two Sides is essentially 
an argument (actually a near-rumble!), in which the 
utterly opposed “sides” circle around one another, 
speaking the same harmonic language, yet stubbornly 
and aggressively refusing to agree. Alaskan composer 
John Luther Adams’ The Light Within, which is based on 
the large-scale installation art of James Turrell, serves as 
a metaphor for the “northern” experience which each 
piece on tonight’s concert touches on: at first, the music 
seems uninviting, stark, even cold. But gradually we feel 
it resonating with something in our deepest human 
nature, drawing us in, huddled together, listening, and 
looking skyward.

Thanks to Marcus Goddard for a fantastic arrangement of 
Terry Riley’s classic Half Wolf Dances Mad in Moonlight! 

Rebecca Whitling, Standing Wave

Programme

Two Sides
Fabian Svensson [2007]
flute, clarinet, violin, cello, piano, percussion

Kalais
Thorkell Sigurbjörnsson [1976]
flute, windhose

The Light Within
John L. Adams [2007]
flute, clarinet, violin, cello, piano, percussion, tape

INTERMISSION

The Age of Wire and String
Rolf Wallin [2005]
flute, clarinet, violin, viola, piano

1. Snoring, Accidental Speech

2. Dog, Mode of Heat Transfer in Barking

3. Half-life of Walter in the American Areas

4. Food Storms of the Original Brother

5. The Golden Monica

6. Leg of Brother Who Died Early

7. Food Costumes of Montana

8. Swimming, strictly an Inscription 

Weather Coming*
Daniel Janke [2012] 
flute, clarinet, violin, cello, piano, percussion

Half Wolf Dances Mad in Moonlight
Terry Riley [1984], arr. Marcus Goddard 
flute, clarinet, violin, cello, piano, percussion

*World Premiere
Programme subject to change

w e l c o m e
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COMPOSER BIOGRAPHIES AND 
PROGRAMME NOTES

FAbIAn SVenSSon (b. 1980)

Fabian Svensson is a composer based in southern Sweden, 
whose music embodies such seemingly disparate qualities as 
incessant energy, austere beauty and wry humour.

Unusual instrumentations is a recurring feature of Fabian’s 
music, and his work list includes a solo toy piano piece, a 
ukulele duo and a piece for 8 melodicas, hi-hat and bass. In 
his hour-long work Tillvaratagna effekter, he reinvents the 
violin concerto with two recorders, two melodicas, six electric 
guitars, two bass guitars and timpani backing up the soloist.

Fabian’s music has been programmed at festivals such as 
Stockholm NEW Music, MATA and the ISCM World New Music 
Days. He has worked with ensembles such as the Calder 
Quartet in the USA, Sentieri selvaggi in Italy and the Dutch 
Ensemble Klang, for which he wrote the relentlessly frenetic 
Triathlon, a monumental 40-minute work.

No less than four times, in 2002, 2006, 2007 and 2010, works 
by Fabian have been shortlisted for the Dutch, prestigious 
Gaudeamus prize. In 2008 he was chosen as the winner of 
the Carlsbad Music Festival Composers Competition and was 
invited as Composer in Residence to the festival in California. 
In 2009, he won the 2nd UnCaged Toy Piano Competition.

Born in 1980, Fabian has studied composition in Piteå, 
Stockholm and The Hague, graduating in 2005. He has 
attended workshops such as the Young Composers Meeting 
in Apeldoorn and the Bang on a Can Summer Institute in 
Massachusetts. Besides composing, Fabian is also active as a 
melodica player, often playing melodica parts in his own works.

Two SideS
FAbIAn SVenSSon (2007)

When I was asked to write a piece for the Italian ensemble 
Sentieri selvaggi, I was told that it would be premiered at a 
concert having as its theme “the right to dissent”; as a part 
of their concert season dedicated to “social and political 
rights.” My piece would have to somehow fit into that theme. 
Deeming it impossible to write a piece about as abstract a 
concept as that of the right to something, I decided instead 
to portray the actual concept of dissent. This was done by 
dividing the ensemble into two halves, one playing only in 
the high register, and the other only in the low register. These 
two groups are pitted against each other in an antagonistic 
and confrontational manner.

ThoRKeLL SIGuRbjöRnSSon (b. 1938)

Icelandic composer Thorkell Sigurbjörnsson began his music 
studies with violin and piano at the Reykjavik School of Music, 
with further studies in the United States. Sigurbjörnsson 
received his Bachelor of Arts degree at Hamline University in 
St. Paul, Minnesota, followed by a Masters’ Degree from the 
University of Illinois. Since 1962 Sigurbjörnsson has taught at 
the Reykjavik College of Music and at the Icelandic Academy 
of Arts. He served for over thirty years as moderator of New 
Music with the Iceland National Radio.

As one of the most important composers of contemporary 
music in Northern Europe, Sigurbjörnsson worked tiredlessly 
to promote new music and has influenced a new generation 
of composers and artists. His oevre ranges from simple 
childrens’ pieces to large orchestral works. He is a member of 
the Royal Swedish Academy of Music and has a Doctor of Fine 
Arts from Hamline University.

STAnDInG WAVe
Made up of six of Vancouver's most sought-after musical 
multitaskers, Standing Wave is dedicated to commissioning 
and performing contemporary chamber music by Canadian 
and International composers.

Standing Wave ventures into a wide array of musical worlds 
with passion and assurance. From the intricate complexities 
of the music of Howard Bashaw and Chris Paul Harman, to 
the bold avant-garde jazz of Tony Wilson, and the anarchic 
electroacoustic imaginings of Giorgio Magnanensi, the 
ensemble has commissioned and premiered over 70 works in 
its 20-year history.

Since its formation in 1991, the ensemble has presented an 
annual season of concerts in Vancouver and has toured across 
Canada. Standing Wave has been recorded many times for CBC 
Radio and has released two CDs, a self-titled recording released 
in 1991 and Redline, released in 2006. A new CD, recorded live 
at CBC Studio One in May 2011, will be released in early 2013. 
Since 2003, Standing Wave has been an Ensemble in Residence 
at the UBC School of Music.

Known for their adventurous programming, Standing Wave 
presents works by emerging Canadian composers alongside 
established 20th and 21st Century classics. Too Strange…, 
their October 2009 concert, featured the premieres of Theft, 
a new work commissioned from visionary Vancouver composer 
Jocelyn Morlock and Faserungen from Amsterdam's famed 
improviser/ pianist/ composer Achim Kaufmann together 
with the haunting George Crumb classic, Vox Balaenae and 
Salvatore Sciarrino’s other-worldly Lo Spazio Inverso. 

True collaboration with composers and artists from other 
disciplines is key for Standing Wave. The ensemble’s 
Creator/Curator concerts have allowed for a new level of 
composer/musician interaction. The first concert in the 
Creator/Curator series took place in the spring of 2005. 
Standing Wave presented a program that was entirely 
developed and curated by Vancouver composer Bradshaw 
Pack. Palimpsest was a multimedia hit with both audiences 
and critics alike. Pack created a full-length piece based 
around an aria from Monteverdi’s Orpheo, intertwined 
with his own newly-composed work and “curated” work 
by Bach, Cage and Webern.

ALL is another of Standing Wave’s collaborative highlights, 
premiered in May 2010. ALL, a musical and visual tribute to 
Vancouver, was created by Standing Wave, award-winning 
filmmaker Mina Shum, and a very diverse group of six 
Vancouver composers including Bramwell Tovey and Veda 
Hille. This moving piece combining music, cinema and theatre 
was remounted for the 2011 PuSh International Performing 
Arts Festival.
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KalaiS
ThoRKeLL SIGuRbjöRnSSon (1976)

Kalais is the son of Borea the North Wind. On an old map 
of Iceland he is depicted as a lute player enticing fish and 
monsters out of the sea. Surely this is wrong; the son of the 
North Wind would have been a wind player.  

– Thorkell Sigurbjornsson

john LuTheR ADAmS (b. 1953)

Called “one of the most original musical thinkers of the new 
century” (Alex Ross, The New Yorker), John Luther Adams 
is a composer whose life and work are deeply rooted in the 
natural world.

Adams composes for orchestra, chamber ensembles, 
percussion and electronic media, and his music is recorded on 
Cold Blue, New World, Mode, Cantaloupe, and New Albion. 

A recipient of the Heinz Award for his contributions to raising 
environmental awareness, Adams has also been honored 
with the Nemmers Prize from Northwestern University “for 
melding the physical and musical worlds into a unique artistic 
vision that transcends stylistic boundaries.”

JLA’s music is heard regularly all over the world. The Chicago 
Symphony, the Radio Netherlands Philharmonic, and the 
Melbourne Symphony have performed his Dark Waves for 
large orchestra and electronic sounds. Inuksuit for up to 
ninety-nine percussionists has been performed in New York 
City’s Morningside Park and at the Park Avenue Armory, as 
well as many other outdoor venues throughout the U.S., 
Canada, and Australia. 

Adams is the author of Winter Music (2004), a collection of 
essays, journal entries and reflections on his life and work in 
Alaska. The subject of his second book is The Place Where 
You Go to Listen (2009) his installation at the Museum of the 
North that translates geophysical data streams into an ever-
changing environment of sound and light. The Farthest Place 
(2012), a book-length critical study of JLA’s music, includes 
essays by Kyle Gann, Steven Schick, Glenn Kotche and many 
other prominent musicians and scholars. 

Adams has taught at Harvard University, the Oberlin 
Conservatory, Bennington College, and the University 
of Alaska. He has been composer in residence with the 
Anchorage Symphony, Anchorage Opera, Fairbanks 
Symphony, Arctic Chamber Orchestra, and the Alaska Public 
Radio Network, and he has served as president of the 
American Music Center. 

Born in 1953, Adams grew up in the South and in the suburbs 
of New York City. He studied composition with James Tenney 
and Leonard Stein at the California Institute of the Arts, 
where he was in the first graduating class (in 1973). In the 
mid-1970s he became active in the campaign for the Alaska 
National Interest Lands Conservation Act, and subsequently 
served as executive director of the Northern Alaska 
Environmental Center. 

The lighT wiThin
john LuTheR ADAmS (2007)

Sitting in the silence of their meetings, Quakers seek to 
“greet the light within.” In his work, the artist James Turrell 
(a Quaker himself) says that he aspires to address “the light 
that we see in dreams.”

On a crisp autumn day sitting inside Meeting – Turrell’s 
skyspace at PS1 in Queens, New York– I experienced my own 
epiphany of light. From mid-afternoon through sunset into 
night, I was transfixed by the magical interplay of light and 
color, above and within.

Over the hours the sky descended through every nameless 
shade of blue, to heaviest black. The light within the space 
rose from softest white, through ineffable yellows to deepest 
orange. Just after sunset there came a moment when outside 
and inside met in perfect equipoise. The midnight blue of 
the sky and the burnished peach of the room came together, 
fusing into one vibrant yet intangible plane...light becoming 
color, becoming substance.

Out of this experience came The Light Within. A companion 
to The Light That Fills the World (1999/2001), the harmonic 
colors of this new piece are more complex and mercurial than 
those of its outward-looking predecessor. Within this more 
introspective sonic space, the light changes more quickly, 
embracing darker hues and deeper shadows.

– John Luther Adams

RoLF WALLIn (b. 1957)

Composer and avant-garde performance artist Rolf Wallin has 
established a reputation as one of the leading Scandinavian 
composers of his generation. Much of Wallin’s music 
combines an intuitive freedom with a rigorous mathematical 
approach, such as use of fractal algorithms to construct 
melody and harmony, resulting in a music that often hints at 
the influence of Ligeti, Xenakis and Berio. But far from being 
abstract, Wallin’s music often connects directly with the world 
around him, most notably in later works such as Act (2004), 
a celebration of the power of cooperation, Concerning 
King (2006), based on speech patterns from Martin Luther 
King, and Strange News (2007), which tells the story of the 
rehabilitation of child soldiers in Africa. The music of Rolf 
Wallin is published exclusively by Chester Music Limited.

The age of wire and STring
RoLF WALLIn (2005)

1. Snoring, Accidental Speech

2. Dog, Mode of Heat Transfer in Barking

3. Half-life of Walter in the American Areas

4. Food Storms of the Original Brother

5. The Golden Monica

6. Leg of Brother Who Died Early

7. Food Costumes of Montana

8. Swimming, strictly an Inscription

The Age of Wire and String borrows its title, and also the 
titles of its movements, from the debut novel by the American 
author Ben Marcus. This wonderful and highly unusual book 
describes a world totally different from ours, a world that 
defies earthly laws of nature, but that still seems to have its 
own set of laws and logic, consistent, yet ungraspable. While 
reading the book, I found that this description fits equally 
well to the abstract world of music, especially modern art 
music, with its ability to transport our mind to places never 
visited before.

The Age of Wire and String consists of many small miniatures, 
some of them very short. The piece was commissioned by 
Ensemble Court-Circuit.
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DAnIeL jAnKe (b. 1957)

Daniel Janke is active as a fi lmmaker and composer. 
Commissions include String Quartet No. 1 for the Penderecki 
String Quartet, String Quartet No. 2 for the Bozzini String 
Quartet, and Miniatures for Chamber Orchestra for Nouvel 
Ensemble Moderne du Québec. Daniel has recorded with 
numerous artists including Bruce Cockburn (Breakfast In New 
Orleans [Ryko, 1999]). His music for the contemporary dance 
work Cinco Puntos Cardinales was recently release on CD by 
the CentreDiscs label [2011]. 

Daniel’s recent short fi lms include River [2012]; and Finding 
Milton [Bravo!FACT, 2010]. His fi lm How People Got Fire 
[NFB, 2009] received numerous awards and has toured 
internationally. Daniel is currently in pre-production on a 
new feature fi lm, A Long Way Around [GalaFilm - Montréal; 
Corona Films - St. Petersburg, Russia]. His fi lm and live music 
production of The Grub Stake Revisited is touring parts of 
Canada this fall, and in the spring of 2013. 

Daniel Janke lives near Whitehorse, Yukon, and can often be 
found in Montreal.

weaTher CoMing
DAnIeL jAnKe (2012)

I have always been fascinated by the aerial displays put on 
by fl ocks of small birds indigenous to Yukon [White-winged 
Crossbill (Loxia leucoptra) or Pine Siskin (Carduelis pinus)]. 
The changing shapes and patterns they create as they move 
across the sky satisfi es some inner urge for three-dimensional 
catharsis. Heralding the changing weather in the fall after 
the leaves have fallen, there is something powerful about this 
display of life force against the backdrop of a bleak northern 
landscape.

TeRRy RILey (b. 1935)

California Composer Terry Riley launched what is now known 
as the Minimalist movement with his revolutionary classic IN C 
in 1964. This seminal work provided a new concept in musical 
form based on interlocking repetitive patterns. Its impact was 
to change the course of 20th Century music and it’s infl uence 
has been heard in the works of prominent composers such as 
Steve Reich, Philip Glass and John Adams and in the music of 
Rock Groups such as The Who, The Soft Machine, Tangerine 
Dream, Curved Air and many others. Terry’s hypnotic, multi-
layered, polymetric, brightly orchestrated eastern-fl avoured 
improvisations and compositions set the stage for the 
prevailing interest in a new tonality.

mARCuS GoDDARD (b. 1973)

Marcus Goddard is a bright, imaginative composer and 
internationally respected trumpet player whose music has 
touched the hearts of audiences around the world. In a 
catalog of fi fty works, he has composed six recent pieces 
for large orchestra and many works for various chamber 
ensembles. Goddard is an Associate Composer with the 
Canadian Music Centre and is the Associate Principal Trumpet 
with the Grammy and Juno-Award winning Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra.

Goddard recently won the 2011 Western Canadian Music 
Award for Best Composition for his string quartet Allaqi, 
which was recorded by the St. Lawrence String Quartet and 
commissioned by Chamber Music Kelowna and CBC Radio. 
The quartet has been performing the work around the world 

and chose to perform the piece as its single contribution to a 
memorial concert at Stanford University for the late journalist 
Daniel Pearl. 

Goddard has a unique ability to connect with audiences with 
his exciting and expressive style. Goddard’s orchestral work, 
I Send Only Angels, was commissioned by the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra in 2007 and has received over fi fteen 
performances, including one led by Maestro Bramwell Tovey 
with l’Orchestre Symphonique de Montréal in 2007 and 
a 2011 National Tour by the National Youth Orchestra of 
Canada. Other recent works include Mysteries of Before and 
Beyond, commissioned by the Victoria Symphony; Wind, Sand, 
and Stars, for string trio, commissioned by Trio Accord; and 
Huracan, commissioned by Chamber Music Kelowna. Goddard 
has also been creating and performing a series of solo-
theatrical works for trumpet and electronics.

Inspiring creativity in young people has been a mission 
of Goddard for many years.  He has created and taught a 
composition program that has reached over 400 students 
at the Quiring Chamber Music Camp in Vancouver and has 
written and commissioned many works specifi cally for young 
performers. Goddard has also taught trumpet students in 
orchestral performance at the National Youth Orchestra of 
Canada, the Symphony Orchestra Academy of the Pacifi c in 
Powell River, the University of British Columbia, and Indiana 
University.

half wolf danCeS Mad in MoonlighT
TeRRy RILey (1984), ARR. mARCuS GoDDARD 

Half Wolf Dances Mad in Moonlight was written in 1984 for 
the Kronos Quartet as part of a larger work titled Salome 
Dances For Peace. Throughout the programmatic work, 
Salome uses her legendary dancing for the goal of uniting 
cultures of the world, and Half-Wolf is a shaman that assists 
her in that goal. Together, they descend into the underworld 
to battle the darkness and eventually redeem it for the 
benefi t of the world.  

– Marcus Goddard

acoustic panelacoustic panel
                                

       –  
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House’s co-production of Eugene Stickland’s play Queen Lear 
for which she received a Jessie Richardson award for original 
composition. Peggy is currently a member of the Vancouver 
Opera Orchestra, Standing Wave, Wayne Horvitz’s Gravitas 
Quartet, Talking Pictures, and the Tony Wilson Sextet. Peggy 
also leads her own groups, Film in Music, and The Peggy Lee 
Band––which has released four compact discs that feature 
her original compositions. In 2005 Peggy was the recipient of 
the Freddie Stone Award which is awarded for integrity and 
innovation in music.

ALLen STILeS piano
Born and raised in Bella Coola, BC, Allen received his Master’s 
degree at the University of British Columbia studying under 
Lee Kum Sing. He is a founding member and artistic director 
of The Little Chamber Music Series That Could Society, and is 
a member of Joe Trio. He is also a highly respected freelance 
pianist and teacher in the Vancouver area, and is on faculty 
at both the Langley Community Music School and Douglas 
College’s Community School. Recently Allen has expanded 
his interests to include conducting, and is currently Music 
Director for the Richmond Gateway Theatre’s annual winter 
musical theatre productions.

VeRn GRIFFIThS percussion
Vern Griffiths joined the Vancouver Symphony as Principal 
Percussionist in 1997, and is also a member of the new music 
ensembles Standing Wave and the Turning Point Ensemble, 
as well as the National Broadcast Orchestra.  He has recorded 
with all four of these groups, and has also recorded soundtracks 
for Disney, ABC, IMAX, NFB, EA Sports, PBS, Lions Gate, and 
DreamWorks. Other recent performance highlights include 
Steve Reich’s Drumming, Louis Andriessen’s Worker’s Union and 
performances with So Percussion for Music on Main, Bradshaw 
Pack’s palimpsest for Festival Vancouver, Vancouver New 
Music’s Marginalia, Fuse at Vancouver Art Gallery, and UBC’s 
Wednesday Noon Hour and Pacific Spirit concerts. Vern was a 
scholarship student of John Rudolph at UBC and Chris Lamb 
at the Manhattan School of Music, and is now the head of the 
percussion department at the UBC School of Music. 

AnD ouR GueST

ISAbeLLe RoLAnD, VIoLA
Isabelle is a native of Canada, but was raised dividing her time 
between Paris and Vancouver. Isabelle obtained a Masters in 
Performance at the Cleveland Institute where she was a student 
of Heidi Castleman, Lynn Ramsey Irvine, and Robert Vernon. 
From 1990-2001, Ms. Roland was Assistant Principal viola of 
the Victoria Symphony, where she appeared many times as a 
soloist including a performance under the baton of Sir Yehudi 
Menuhin. From 1996-1998, Ms. Roland served as Assistant 
Principal viola with the Colorado Festival in Boulder, Colorado. 
Since settling permanently in Vancouver in 2002, Isabelle has 
appeared as a soloist with Lion’s Gate Sinfonia and the West 
Coast Symphony. Currently, she is Principal viola with Lion’s 
Gate Sinfonia, a member of the Vancouver Opera, and performs 
regularly with the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra and the Royal 
Winnipeg Ballet. Ms. Roland also enjoys a busy chamber music 
career performing with Music in the Morning, Trio Accord, Mark 
Fewar, Phil Dwyer, West Coast Chamber Music, and is a member 
of the Tantalus String Quartet. 

STANDING WAVE BIOGRAPHIES
ChRISTIe ReSIDe, FLuTe

Christie Reside began studying flute with both of her 
parents at the age of six. Since then, she has been an 
active participant in numerous competitions, winning the 
National Music Festival of Canada, and placing second at 
the Tunbridge Wells International Young Concert Artists 
Competition. She has been invited to participate in 
numerous festivals around the world, including the Spoleto 
Music Festival, and the Mountain View International Festival 
of Song and Chamber Music. An enthusiastic chamber 
musician, Ms. Reside has collaborated with artists such as 
Rudolf Jansen, Olivier Thouin, Yegor Dyachkov, and Lise 
Daoust. She has also appeared as a soloist with the Montreal 
Symphony Orchestra, l’Orchestre Symphonique de Quebec, 
the Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra, and the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, among others. Ms. Reside is currently 
the Principal Flute of the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra 
and is grateful to the Canada Council of the Arts for their 
generous support of her career.

AK CooPe clarinet
Clarinettist AK Coope is frequently heard with the Vancouver 
and Victoria Symphonies, Turning Point Ensemble, Victoria’s 
Aventa Ensemble, and the Vancouver New Music Ensemble, 
among others.  She has performed both nationally and 
internationally including recent concerts across Eastern 
Canada, New York City and in Bali, Indonesia, and closer to 
home, in the tunnels and concentrator mill of Britannia Mine. 
As a composer, she has worked with members of Vancouver’s 
dance and theatre communities and in 2006, her first full-
length musical, How I Became Queen was premiered by 
Coquitlam’s Evergreen Cultural Centre. AK holds degrees 
from UBC and Northwestern University in Chicago and is on 
faculty at the Vancouver Academy of Music.

RebeCCA WhITLInG violin
Rebecca Whitling is a member of the first violin section of 
the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra and is Principal Second 
Violin of the National Broadcast Orchestra. A graduate of 
McGill, and Indiana Universities, Rebecca has appeared as a 
chamber and orchestral musician at Tanglewood, Schleswig-
Holstein, Ojai, Cabrillo, and Mountain View music festivals. As 
a member of the prize-winning Plymouth String Quartet, she 
performed at festivals and concert series in the US, Europe, 
and South America. She has performed as soloist with the 
Vancouver Philharmonic, the Semiahmoo Strings, the Prince 
George Symphony and the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra.

PeGGy Lee cello
Cellist, composer and improviser Peggy Lee performs 
frequently locally and abroad, and her music has been 
presented in festivals in France, Portugal, The Netherlands, 
The US and across Canada. She has also created music for 
the Standing Wave ensemble, Vancouver New Music, Talking 
Pictures; for the dance companies EDAM, Dancecorps, 
Frozen Eye; and for the theatre companies Rumble Theatre 
and Ruby Slippers. In 2009 Peggy wrote and performed the 
score for Fugue Theatre’s production of the operetta Via 
Beatrice with librettist Jenn Griffin and in 2010 she wrote 
and performed music for Western Gold and Presentation 



For season subscriptions visit
www.turningpointensemble.ca

Extraordinary Season
The Lake

Barbara Pentland and Aaron Copland
Nov 14 & 15, 2012  8pm

Cinema Musica
Music and Film: A Live Conversation

Jan  20, 2013  2pm & 8pm

Round Midnight
Rudolf Komourous meets Thelonius Monk

May 31 & Jun 1, 2013  8pm

A dynamic group of Canada’s
most exceptional musicians
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STAnDInG WAVe SoCIeTy 
boARD oF DIReCToRS
Jennifer Butler, Linda Uyehara Hoffman, Josephine Lee,
Stacey Lobin, Mark McGregor 

PubLICITy & ADmInISTRATIon 
General Manager: Diane Kadota
Publicity/Administrative Assistant: Koralee Tonack
Publicity design: John Endo Greenaway, Big Wave Design
Stage Manager: Nicholas Jacques
Sound Design: Will Howie
Sound Technician: Kris Boyd
Light Technician: Calum Smith

STAnDInG WAVe SoCIeTy
Suite 410 – 111 Hastings Street West 
Vancouver, BC  V6B 1H4
tel.604.683.8240  |  fax.604.683.7911  |  email: info@dkam.ca 

dkam.ca  |  standingwave.ca

Thank you for supporting the music of Standing Wave.  

The Standing Wave Society is a non-profit, charitable 
organization dedicated to the creation and presentation of new 
chamber works.

We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the Canada Council 
for the Arts,  the Province of BC through Direct Access to Charitable 
Gaming, and the City of Vancouver through the Office of Cultural Affairs.


